
Dear Customer,

Just coming back from Frankfurt we are

pleased to inform you that our

participation in the recent fair

Automechanika (11-16 September

2012) has aroused in the insiders great

interest in our products and has brought

important attendances of international

guests and visitors to our stand.

Automechanika 2012 -

guests and visitors to our stand.

This trade fair conveyed the perfect opportunity to preview TECNA 2012 news for the professional line.

NEWS -> The 3645 HSSNEWS -> The 3645 HSS
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This trade fair conveyed the perfect opportunity to preview TECNA 2012 news for the professional line.

HSS Ready is the new TECNA’s resistance welding
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HSS Ready is the new TECNA’s resistance welding

medium frequency DC inverter technology and with

suitable for applications in car bodyworks. The new

line makes the 3645 more agile and easy to handle

any type of environment.

multifunction digital control allows a simple automatic

welding parameters according to the arm chosen,

be welded and the thickness of the sheet.



NEWS-> The 3660E-tech

to the end-of-line plants

excellent technical features

create an hybrid machine

field as well as in the

quality in very high productive

The high quality that TECNA’s products can boast

bodyworks to be approved by leading car manufacturers

branding has created a relationship making TECNA’s

manufacturers themselves. On the occasion of the

customised for BMW and Volkswagen.

APPROVALS

- APPROVALS -> 3664P for BMW

The 3664 BM on display at our booth and

at the BMW Service one.
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tech is the new TECNA’s welding system dedicated

plants. The versatility of the machine together with the

features given by the TE760 welding control unit,

machine that can be used both in the car body repair

the industrial one so to ensure excellent welding

productive fields.

boast allowed some of the welding machines for car

manufacturers and therefore customized for them. This co-

TECNA’s products being offered and guaranteed by the car

the exhibition, we showed both the two 3664P

- APPROVALS -> 3664P for Volkswagen

The VAS 6530 on display at the booth of our

German distributor.
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Moreover, we have exhibited:

T-Spot 120 welder ->

repairing steel car bodies

welding process automatically

the sheet. In the multifunction

programs' quick selection

integrated control unit EasyOne

of the machine.

TSW 1500 CAR -> In

capacitors bank, allowscapacitors bank, allows

6÷8 mm, washers, fastons
out of mild steel, galvanized

The process quickness

the weld and in many

plasticized and galvanized

3655EVO

The 3655EVO is a DC Inverter technology MF welding

control unit TE40i provided with pre-set welding programs

system is fitted with last generation’s Smart Guns,

450 daN with "C"-type gun, up to 610 daN with "X”

functions specific to the use of guns for the straightening

/ or rivets and the heating of the metal sheets.
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> is a combined double-function machine for

bodies. The “Auto-start” function allows to have the

automatically started when the tool gets in touch with

multifunction gun, a push-button remotely allows the

selection and a fine adjustment. The microprocessor

EasyOne Sx2 allows a simple and fine adjustment

this system, the applied technology, based on

allows welding threaded studs, unthreaded pins of Øallows welding threaded studs, unthreaded pins of Ø

fastons, etc. onto clean non-oxidized surfaces made
galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum or brass.

does not alter the surfaces on the side opposite

cases it may be used with painted, pre-painted,

galvanized sheets.
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welding system equipped with the inverter welding

programs also for high-strength metals. This welding

, pneumatic with maximum pressures ranging from

X”-type gun. The control unit is also equipped with

straightening of sheets (Spotter), the welding of screws and



3664P7

The 3664P7 is a microprocessor-controlled resistance

screen digital display control, when in Smart Plus mode,

parameters according to the tools, the type and thickness

the work of the operator who may also be inexperienced

with inverter technology and transformer on board

generates a highly efficient machine that enables

absorption from the mains, but a top quality welding

We hope you will be pleased by these pieces of information.

Best regards.

TECNA S.p.A.
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resistance welding system. The fully automatic touch-

mode, allows viewing and controlling all the welding

thickness of the sheets to be welded thus simplifying

inexperienced. The fitted welding tool has been conceived

the gun: the combination of these two technologies

enables low power consumption, which is a low current

welding.

We hope you will be pleased by these pieces of information.
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